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Develop team-building and PE skills
with exciting problem-solving scenarios

43 Team-building
Activities KS2
Ages 7–11
978-1-903853-57-3
60 pages £18.50
e-pdf £11.99

43 Team-building
Activities KS1
Ages 5–7
978-1-905780-49-5
64 pages £18.50
e-pdf £11.99

n Stimulates children’s imaginations
through a series of exciting problems
and scenarios. Each activity starts with
a story

n Stimulates children’s imaginations
through a series of exciting problems
and scenarios

n Activities designed to improve social
cooperation and communication skills,
along with physical balance and agility.
Use your heads!
The king of all of Gazaban, King Rondo, has a son called
Prince Larry. Prince Larry loves to play with toys. Unfortunately,
there are not many toys to play with in Gazaban. Especially not
since the wicked witch Zed destroyed them all with a nasty spell
of hers. Rondo has ordered you to bring him some toys for Prince
Larry to play with. In your bag you have a quoit, a beanbag and
a tennis ball. Prince Larry should have fun with them! The only
problem is that you need to cross the moat that surrounds King
Rondo’s castle without the items getting wet. Larry doesn’t like
wet toys, you see. What are you going to do? Use your head!

Instructions

Easy

n Helps to develop essential movement
skills: agility, balance and coordination
n Develops pupils’ PSHE skills – building
their self-esteem and helping them to
work with a partner or in a small group.

Focus
Balance, problemsolving
Number in group
2
Equipment
Quoits
Tennis balls
Beanbags
Aim
To transport the
three items using
only your head.

Wipeout!
The surf ’s up and it’s time to wax those boards and head for the
beach. Competition is likely to be stiff, but there are some awesome
prizes on offer! First prize is a week’s holiday in Hawaii, so
it’s the job of your team to make sure that your surfer puts in a
smooth performance. Ride the tube, dude!

1. Give each pair two quoits, two beanbags and two
tennis balls.

Jewels of the Nile

2. Tell the children that they will need to transport the items across the moat
(marked playing area) and they can only use their heads to do so. The only time
that they may use their hands is in front of the moat so that they can put the
items on their heads. Give the pupils planning time so that they can discuss
tactics.

You and your friends are a band of explorers searching for gold
and diamonds in Egypt. As you walk alongside the River Nile
you notice something shining brightly in a deep hole beside the
river. You clamber down the hole and, to your amazement there lie
3. Once the pupils are happy with their plans, the task can begin. If items are
dropped, they automatically become wet and unÀt for Prince Larry. Therefore, the four precious diamonds in front of you! Unfortunately you have no
children must return to the start and try again.
pockets to put the diamonds in and you’ll need both of your hands
to climb out of the hole. Can you throw them carefully out of the
hole for your friends to catch?

Instructions

1. In each group, one child should be chosen to be the
‘diamond Ànder’. Their job will be to throw the
diamonds (beanbags) through the hole in the ground
(hoop).

1. Teams must decide which of their members will
watch that their surfer doesn’t ‘wipe out’. The
remaining team members must lie on the floor
shoulder to shoulder, with arms either by their sides
or above their heads.
2. They should then have a PE mat placed on top of
them.

‘Lost’ in the Pacific

2. A second child must hold the hoop above their head whilst the third child catches
the diamonds after they have travelled through the hoop.
Hint: Placing the tennis ball on top of the beanbag, and the beanbag inside the quoit
often proves a useful strategy.
Extension: You can extend this task by varying the range of items.
43 Team-building Activities for Key Stage 1
© Gavin Middlewood and Andrew Debenham

3. Give the ‘diamond Ànder’ four diamonds. They must attempt to throw the
diamonds one by one through the hoop. This should be held at least one metre
away from the ‘diamond Ànder’. Each time the diamond is caught by the ‘catcher’
the team scores one point.

19 4. After the four diamonds have been thrown, the children swap roles so that the

‘diamond
mond À
m
Ànder
nder’ holds the hoop, the hoop holder becomes the catcher and the
her is now
h
ow the ‘diamond
‘‘dia
catcher
Ànder’

Save more money
on your order!
Use the code
PE2020

Instructions

Medium

Focus
Cooperation,
coordination
Number in group
3
Equipment
Hoops
Beanbags
Aim
To throw the
beanbags through
the hoop and catch
them on the other
side.

You are travelling to Australia on an adventure holiday when
storms strike and your pilot needs to make an emergency landing
on a small island in the Pacific Ocean. Needing to get help quickly
for the injured, you and your fellow passengers resolve to try to
relay an urgent message to a plane that happens to be passing
overhead. Just time to clamber onto the wing of the plane …

Instructions

1. The bench needs to be turned upside down by the
children to show that the plane has crashed.
2. All of the children in the group must stand on the
bench.

5. After four
four more throws,
throw
ws the children swap roles to take up their last position. The
team then has a score
e out of twelve.

3. The teacher provides each child with a word card.
4. The children must work out what the phrase is.

3. Upon the teacher’s instruction, team members lying
on the floor will all execute one full sideways roll
in the same direction. This should move the mat
without the use of hands.
YEARS

YEARS

3–4

Focus
Cooperation,
co-ordination,
communication
Number of players
4–32, divided
into teams of 4–8
members
Equipment
One PE mat per team
One cuddly toy or
action figure per
team
One small paper or
card surfboard per
team
Aim
To organize
synchronized rolling
in order to efficiently
move a PE mat.

5–6be informed that in tandem with
4. Players can now
the PE mat they represent the water. Their surfer
(toy) will be placed upon its surfboard (card) and then upon the mat. It is the
players’ challenge to move the surfer to the end of the course as smoothly and as
Focus quickly as possible.
Cooperation,
balance,
problem5. If the
surfer falls off his board, he will need to start again in order to impress the
solvingjudges.
Number of players
4–7
Equipment
Bench
Word cards (Resource
Sheet on page 59)
Aim
For the group to put
themselves in order
without falling from
the wing of the plane
(bench).
Hint: Children should consider how they should order their bodies to avoid undulation.

5. To complete the task, they should help each other move into43
theTeam-building
correct place
on
Activities
for Key Stage 2
the bench without touching the floor. Children are not allowed
to simply
exchange
© Gavin
Middlewood
and Andrew Debenham
word cards.

Extension: Using te
ennis balls
ba will test the catching skills of the children further.
tennis

43 Team-building Activities ffor Key Stage 1
Debenham
© Gavin Middlewood and Andrew
And
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Extension: This activity can be timed, with specified penalties being incurred each
time a child touches the floor.
Safety Note: It is advisable for children/adults to hold each end of the bench to
prevent it from tipping.
43 Team-building Activities for Key Stage 2
© Gavin Middlewood and Andrew Debenham
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Deliver outstanding PE lessons

Hoop
978-1-78317-138-5
56 pages. £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

Tennis Ball
978-1-78317-139-2
56 pages. £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

The three-book 50 Brilliant PE Challenges with
Just a … series:
n Is aimed at busy teachers who aren’t PE
specialists

Beanbag
978-1-78317-140-8
56 pages. £14.50
e-pdf £9.99
21. Drop zone
Children work in pairs to see how many times
they can pass the hoop over their bodies whilst
standing back-to-back.

n Makes resourcing lessons easy as activities
use readily-available PE equipment
n Has an easy-to-follow format with activities
that complement the 2014 National
Curriulum Physical Education requirements
n Is easy-to-use to enable teachers to
deliver outstanding PE lessons with
maximum pupil participation
n Has 50 exciting PE challenges in each
book

nge

25. Sweet pea
Challe

nge

Pairs of children sit back to back with a
tennis ball suspended between them. They must
HQGHDYRXUWRVWDQGZLWKRXWWKHEDOOGURSSLQJWRWKHÁRRU
Embracing gravity often enables the activity to be completed
more quickly; careful positioning and teamwork is what counts!

Tip

Development
5DFHRWKHUSDLULQJVWRVHHZKRFDQEHWKHÀUVWWRUHDFKDWDUJHW
goal. Alternatively introduce a time limit for children to challenge
their own total. What effect does using hoops of different sizes
DQGSDUWQHUV KDYH"

50 Brilliant PE Challenges Using Just a Hoop

25

13. Hip hop
Challe

nge

Participants race against each other by
hopping on one leg with a beanbag secured
in the crook of their other knee. ShouldTip
a competitor
overbalance or drop the beanbag they
must return
to thestart with their legs outstretched in front of
Participants
should
start.
WKHP+DQGVDUHQRWSHUPLWWHGWRWRXFKWKHÁRRU

Development

If successful, children can try to sit down again and repeat the
challenge without repositioning the tennis ball.

n Contains a variety of individual, group and
whole class activities designed to develop
skills, foster enjoyment and promote
physical exercise
n Has every activity difficulty-rated with
handy tips and suggestions for further
development.

Challe

50 Brilliant PE Challenges Using Just a Tennis Ball

29

Tip

Looking straight ahead and avoiding the tendency to look down
helps children to concentrate on maintaining balance.

Development

Try the same activity with two or even more beanbags.

50 Brilliant PE Challenges Using Just a Beanbag

17

To place an order TEL: 01449 766629 or FAX: 01449 767122
or use our secure website: www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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Active ways to keep healthy

Playground Games
978-1-905780-40-2
112 pages. £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

Teaching PE Games
978-1-905780-84-6
128 pages. £14.50

n Imaginative games and activities to
improve agility, coordination, strength
and aerobic fitness
n These fun easy-to-implement games
use readily available PE equipment
n Games can be easily modified or
adapted to suit the needs of your class.
Strength games
93.

Bull’s-eye shotput

Co-ordination/resistance

)

3.

Catch the snake

Co-ordination/speed/resistance

n Activities to suit groups of all sizes from a
whole class through to individuals
n Provides children with healthy, fun ways
of keeping fit.

9+

Equipment: 1 heavy ball per team

Each team will have a ball weighing about 2kg.

)

Draw three targets on the wall for each team, allocating a
certain number of points for each according to height and size.

)

The Þrst player in each team stands with his/her back towards
the wall like a shotputter, in front of the targets. He/she must
turn and throw the ball trying to hit the targets. Allow three
throws per child quickly in succession.

)

n Uses readily available equipment such
as balls and skipping ropes

This activity requires teams lined up and standing a few metres
away from a wall.

)

Agility games

n Ideal for use in PE lessons as well as at
playtime

6+

The second player will do the same as the Þrst and so on, until
everyone has had a turn. The points achieved by all the players

Rope games
54.

Find the knot

)

Using two lengths of rope, knot the ends together to form a
loop.

)

Everyone has to stand in a circle holding up the rope. Slowly
each player passes the rope around the circle, trying to disguise
where the knots are.

)

One person, chosen randomly by the teacher, must stand in
the centre of the circle and when the teacher shouts stop he/
she must then try to guess which player is holding a knot in
their hand.

)

If they guess correctly they change places. If wrong the game
continues until a correct guess is made.

Equipment: Ropes 2m inin
length
each team are added up.

)

Divide the children into two groups: shakers and
) stampers.
The team with most points wins.

)

The shakers hold one end of a rope loosely between their thumb
and index Þnger and make it move along the ßoor like a snake.

)

While the shakers run around the playing area trailing the rope
behind them, the stampers try to step on the rope to make the
shakers drop it.

)

If a stamper steps on the rope and it falls on the ßoor, the roles
are swapped.

Variations: It is possible to change the number of shakers and
stampers in the game. The game can also be played in pairs.

Teaching PE Games

91

Playground Games

10

4

57

Teaching PE Games

Why not TRY before you BUY? Download SAMPLE PAGES from
our website: www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Use the Olympics to stimulate
language
learning
la
NEW!
Learn Spanish
through the Tokyo
Olympics 2020
978-0-85747-842-9
64 pages. £16.50
e-book £10.99

n Use the enthusiasm and excitement
surrounding the Olympics to teach
languages

Colour the pictures

Olympic Games.
26 sports at the London 2012 Summer
Competitors will be competing in
know?
How many of the sports do you
to help you remember
sports and colour the pictures
Say the German words for these
them.

n Ideas for integrating language learning
into PE lessons

Picture ﬂashcards
Leichtathletik

n Photocopiable games and activities
include:
• word and picture flashcards
• word searches, crossword puzzles
and other word games
• listening activities
• bingo and other games
• sentence building activities
• background country information

Badmington

Tennis

el atletismo
Tischtennis
el bádminton

Reiten

Radsport

Fußball

Taekwondo

el baloncesto

Match the words
Draw lines to match

Judo
German Olympics Topic Pack

20

Turnen

el balonmano

the French words

es.

to the correct pictur

Basketball
Feldhockey
© Brilliant Publications
l·athlétisme
only.
for use by the purchasing institution

n Clearly laid-out activities to reinforce
vocabulary and sentence structures

el boxeo

This page may be photocopied

le volleyball

le basketball

elleciclis
triathlon mo

n Activities to develop reading, writing,
speaking and listening skills

le cyclisme
© Brilliant Publications
le tir à l·arc
This page may be photocopied
for use by the purchasing

les sports éques

Learn French
through the Tokyo
Olympics 2020
978-0-85747-841-2
64 pages. £16.50
e-book £10.99

institution only.

Spanish Olympics Topic Pack

tres

le tennis

15

n Additional information on countries at
the Olympics brings the topic to life.

le football
l·aviron
l·haltérophilie
rne

le pentathlon mode
le judo

Topic Pack
French Olympics

This page may be

photocopied for use

ons
©Brilliant Publicati
institution only.
by the purchasing

Save more money
on your order!
Use the code
PE2020

22

To place an order TEL: 01449 766629 or FAX: 01449 767122
or use our secure website: www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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A whole body approach to learning
French
NEW!

Jouez, Dansez et Apprenez le Français
978-1-78317-145-3
48 pages
£33.99 (excl. VAT on DVD)

n

Le Corps

Tournez les épaules en
avant.
Circle shoulders forwards.

(Parts of the Body)

Faites des cercles avec
les bras en avant.
Circle arms forward.

Faites des cercles avec
les bras en arrière.
Circle arms backwards.

Active Introduction
This routine makes an ideal warm-up activity. In addition to teaching parts of the
body, it also teaches commands and directions.
Introduce parts of the body:
? la tête
head
? les épaules
shoulders
? les genoux
knees
? les pieds
feet
? les yeux
eyes
? le nez
nose
? la bouche
mouth
? les oreilles
ears

An active learning approach to
learning popular French topics

Faites comme un robot – à droite, au centre, à
gauche.
Be a robot with palms shoulder width apart – to the right, to the
centre, to the left.

Pliez et tendez la jambe
gauche.
Bend and stretch out left leg.

Do this by putting hands on your head and saying the word ‘la tête’. Do the same for
each part of the body

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

n

Book and DVD pack contains
simple dance routines that combine
movements with repetition of
important phrases to make learning
languages easy and enjoyable

Sing the song to the same tune as you would in English, substituting feet for
toes,
Pliez
et and
tendez la jambe
do the actions. The second time round say the word ‘tête’ silently when you
touch the
droite.
head and the sing the rest of the song normally. Next time only mouth theBend
words
and‘tête’
stretch out right leg.
and ‘épaules’ then sing ‘genoux’, ‘pieds’ etc. Work through the song until you are not
singing the words, only mouthing them, and touching the body parts. When you have
gone right through the song just touching and mouthing the words, finish off the song
by singing all the words.

Pliez et tendez la jambe
gauche et étirez le bras
gauche, à droite.
Bend then stretch out left leg,
pushing left arm across body.

Jacques a Dit
To reinforce this learning, play a game of ‘Jacques a dit’ (Simon says). You will need to
use vocabulary like:
? Touchez
Touch
Pliez et tendez la jambe
? Pliez
Bend
droite et étirez le bras
? Ouvrez
Open
droit, à gauche.
? Fermez
Close
Bend then stretch out right leg,
? Étendez
Stretch
pushing right arm across body.

Talon pointe à droite
(quatre fois).
Point right heel and toe in front
of body (x4).

For example ‘Jacques a dit touchez les épaules,’ or ‘Ouvrez les yeux.’ Get your more
able pupils to give the commands to the class when they are confident.

Label a Skeleton

n

n

In addition, for each topic, there
is a bank of movement activities
that introduce and reinforce the
vocabulary, enabling the whole topic
to be taught actively
Ideal for use with primary children
through all stages but especially KS2

You will need a cardboard skeleton (available in most card shops or online, eg on
teacher websites in the science section) and small cards with the parts of the body
written on them which can be stuck to the skeleton (using sticky tape or Velcro®).
Jouez, Dansez et Apprenez le Français

7

© Lynn Dryden and Brilliant Publications

Jouez, Dansez et Apprenez le Français

9

© Lynn Dryden and Brilliant Publications

Give your pupils the cards to place on the correct body part. If they are confident at
saying the words you can do this without any preparation. If not, show them the word,
you say the word, then get them to repeat the word. Do fun repetition
if necessary
Talon
pointe à gauche
until they can read the cards. If you have two skeletons you can make
this afois).
team
(quatre
game.
Point left heel and toe in front

of body (x4).
To get a written reinforcement of the work done, you can ask pupils to bring in a
photograph of their favourite celebrity (eg singer, film star etc), which can be stuck on
to card. Your pupils then label the body parts in French.

Warm-up Dance

Cette fois faites la même
chose et pliez les bras
ensemble (quatre fois).
Keep pointing heel and toe in
front of the body and, at the
same time, pull both arms
towards body with elbows bent
and Àsts clenched (x4 on each
leg).

Before doing this warm-up, go through the instructions and actions.
Regardez le plafond
(quatre fois).
Look at the ceiling (4x).

Regardez moi.
Look at me (turn head back to
centre).

Regardez le plancher.
Look at the Áoor.

Music Suggestion

I use ‘Protect your Mind (For the love of a princess)’ by DJ Sakin and Friends. But the
warm up can be done to any music of your choice.

n

DVD contains video recordings of
groups of children and the author
demonstrating the routines

n

Lively original music sound tracks will
inspire children to get up and move

n

Recorded instructions to help
teachers with pronunciation.

Follow Up or Plenary

8

Tournez la tête à droite.
Turn head to right.

Regardez moi.
Look at me.

Levez les épaules.
Lift your shoulders

Baissez les épaules.
Lower your shoulders.

Pupils will have a good grasp of the instructions, having done the warm-up, so use
different commands from the warm-up to test their knowledge. For example, when
you say ‘Tournez la tête à droite’ they will turn their heads to the right. You can also do
Tournez laatête
à gauche.
movement
and ask your pupils to tell you the French. If you want to, you can print
Turn head toout
left.10 of the instructions and ask the pupils to choose which action you did from the
printed sheet. Finally, if time allows, you can ask groups of pupils to do their own warmup routine using the language they have learned.

Tournez les épaules en
arrière.
Circle shoulders backwards.

Jouez, Dansez et Apprenez le Français
© Lynn Dryden and Brilliant Publications
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Jouez, Dansez et Apprenez le Français
© Lynn Dryden and Brilliant Publications
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Active ideas for the early years
Themes

Let’s build a house

U Building/Homes
U Seasons/Weather/Elements
U People Who Help Us/Occupa
tions

Skills
U Speech
U Movement/Dance
U Acting/Mime
U Group work

Talk about health and safety and
the need to wear
protective clothing, helmets, boots,
pads and ear
protectors when working on a building
site or using
noisy machinery.

Equipment/Resources

A safe, clear space in which children
may move
around easily; a collection of pictures
of diͿerent
types of houses, from books, posters
and the
Internet

Activity

Initiate a discussion about houses
and look at
pictures with the children, talking
about similarities
and diͿerences, the materials that
houses can be
made from and the tools and machines
that are
used to build them. Invite children
to join you in
building a pretend house. Make
suggestions and
model movements, such as laying
bricks for the
walls, sawing wood for the windows
and using a
hammer and nails to put the window
frames into
place. Encourage all ideas and support
children in
developing mimes and using pretend
props.

Drama Activities for the
Early Years
978-1-78317-026-5
105 pages. £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

n Focuses on using music and
rhythm, movement and dance,
role-play and drama to support
children’s development and
progress in EYFS

Movement/Dance

Ask children to describe their pretend
houses and
to decide whether they are making
a big house or
a small one, a tall, thin one, a long,
low one or an
unusually shaped one. They may
choose to act out
carrying heavy bricks or pushing
them in a barrow,
driving a truck or lifting heavy frames
with a crane.
Some of the children may be knowledgea
ble about

Sit inside your pretend houses and
talk about how
well they protect you from the cold,
heat, rain,
snow, wind and storms. Alternativel
y, pretend that
there is a hole in the roof and begin
a new game to
repair it quickly before a storm comes!

Extensions/Variations

Provide large bricks, play tools,
dressing up outÀts
and helmets and other appropriate
equipment to
create a building site role-play area,
preferably
outside or both outdoors and indoors.
Include sand
and mud as building materials.
Agree on some
safety rules with the children, such
as being aware
of each other, using tools carefully,
not stacking
bricks too high and not putting
anything into their
mouths.
Encourage children to work together
in groups
to build pretend houses, talking
about teamwork
on a building site and people’s diͿ
erent jobs and
skills. Work alongside children to
build homes for
small world people, using a variety
of diͿerent
construction kits

Learning objectives/Earl
y Learning Goals
Use language to imagine and recreate

U
U

A turn to dance

U Music/Sound
lies
U Ourselves/Bodies/Fami
lebrations
U Times of Year/Ce

ideas and experiences for acting
and role-play (CL–S)
Use talk to organize, sequence and
clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and
events when planning
performances (CL–S)

scenarios or

Develop good control and coordination
in large and small movements (PD–MH)
Match movements and actions to
the space
or fabric
available
blocks
(PD–MH)
stage
using
Share
ideasawithin
stage aarea,
group
and develop imagination
Provide
a ‘house tab’ by around a theme, showing sensitivity to others’ needs
and feelingslines
oor. Rigrelationships
on the Ápositive
or chalk and forming
tied
U Follow
a string(PSED–MR)
overchallenges
simple safety or blanket
tackle new
and manage appropriate risks (PD–MH,
hanging a curtainrules,
HSC; PSED–SCSA)
on lamps and direct
the room and/or turn
to
groups
Drama across
the
Activities for
area. Invite
stageEarly
Years
towards the the
© Debbiethem
Chalmers and Brilliant Publications
Remind them to bow
59
to each other in turn.
U
U
U

Themes

Speech

tools used in the home, such as drills,
sanders and
screwdrivers. Many of them will
make noises to
represent machinery and tools as
they use them.
Praise especially imaginative or
realistic acts,
encouraging children to share ideas
and to take
notice of what others are doing.

perform
and to clap each other.
at the end of their dances
for eͿort, originality and
Praise them all highly
for
diͿerent speciÀc areas
teamwork, picking out
such as the number or
extra praise for each group,
a
balancing, remembering
speed of moves, careful
old
other. If the children are
routine or helping each
criticism
tive
construc
idea of
rces
Equipment/Resou and children can talk, enough, introduce the
how to
suggest
can
anybody
adults
by asking whether
A clear space in which
in
Comment on how
safely and comfortably
make a routine even better.
work and move together
sound
look, even when they
songs: Your Shoes and
diͿerent group dances
small groups; music player;
le to download from
the same.
Click Your Fingers (availab
CDs
website); CD player and
Brilliant Publications’
ns
’s songs or dance music;
Extensions/Var iatio
featuring popular children
can
children
that
ents
and lamps
Provide percussion instrum
curtain or blanket, string
around and invite them
shake or tap as they move
their dance routines.
to include sounds within
Activity
the mouth unless children
groups of 3–6 who will
in
small
played
form
to
those
(Avoid
Invite children
else.
them, in case they trip
to show to everybody
will be seated while playing
create a dance together
each group or small numberCraftw
while dancing.)
or collide
Allot a practitioner to
ork
. Give
e, advise and support
of groups, to supervis
might play instruments
steps and moves by
Suggest that some children
the children ideas of basic
Your
This idea could
Click
and
sounds.
the
Shoes
Your
while others dance to
sharing songs such as
al groups, or groups
be developed by individu
Fingers.
Support the
Them
es play for each other’s dances. g music and
could
g and practisin
When the meals are À
and listen while you play U Food/D
sit
preparin
to
in
rinks/M
children
children
nished, invite the children
the
Ask
eals
occasions.
to sit in a circle and to
piece of music through U Colours/
of term events and special
for endNumber
dancesShapes/
pretend to eat from their
a short chosen song or
regularly
s
plates. Suggest diͿerent
time to talk and discussU People
and carers into the setting
parents
Who
Invite
Help
feelings, such as enjoying
once. Allow them a little
Us/Occu
them
pations
again and invite
favourite foods, trying
to watch the performances.
new tastes or disliking
ideas, then play the music
until all
together
nts
one of the foods, and ask
Skills
the children to make
to practise steps and moveme
expressi
U
ons to show those feelings.
Craftwork
groups are ready.
U Acting/Mime

Skills

n 80 clearly laid out and readyto-use practical drama
activities relating to every area
of the curriculum enable any
practitioner to lead and develop
dramatic work with confidence
and enthusiasm
n Topic index linking activities
to popular early years themes
makes planning sessions easy
n Working in groups and expressing
themselves through drama
develops vital self-confidence
and social skills.
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customers and bills,
Invite children
to cut out pieces and stick
items
together to create meals
on paper plates. They
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choose to make their favourit
e meals, foods they
often eat at home or at
nursery or school, foods
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they don’t like, or foods
that they’ve never tasted.
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so
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choose to make menus,
using a combination of
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